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BIBLICAL PERFECTION 
Part I 

By Nathaniel M. Fajardo 

God Requires Perfection of His people: What kind of perfection? 

Jesus himself declared, "Be ye therefore pelfect, even as your Father in heaven is 
perfect." l\fatt S'.48, K.,J.V. This is perhaps one of the most controversy-ridden passages 
in the Bible, especially when isolated from its context and spiritual meaning. 

So many arguments have been made as to what Jesus meant by "perfect"---some of 
which arrive at the unfortunate conclusion that He didn't actually mean what He said, 
and thus could be ignored or glossed over "since vve are already saved by grace.'' Or that 
He merely meant spiritual maturitlJ---that kind that strangely eliminates the moral law 
of Ten Commandments as the standard by which it is measured by, the law being the 
transcript of His character and the standard of judgment. 

In the original Hebre,v, this ,vord was generally tam, or tamin, meaning, "complete," 
"right," "peaceful,'' "sound,'' "wholesome," "blameless." In the Greek it was generally 
teleious, meaning "complete," "perfect," "full grown," "mature," "fully "developed," or 
"having attained its purpose." 

One Bible Dictionary has this entry on perfect and perfection (emphasis mine): 

"In the Old Testament tam signifies completeness, integrity, and sincerity, but 
ahvays in a relative sense ·when used of man. A person \\,ith a 'perfect heart' was a man 
whose life ,vas completely devoted to the Lord (1 Kings 8:61; 1 Chron. 12:38; Isa. 38:3, 
KJV). Thus Job vvas designated as 'perfect' (Job 1:1, 8, KJV) despite weaknesses revealed
later by adversity (see chapters 40: 2-5; 42:2-6), shO\ving that his perfection ,vas relative 
rather than absolute. Similarly, Noah was said to be 'perfect' (Gen. 6:9, KJV) though 
later he succumbed to the ,veakness of the flesh (ch. 9:21). Perfeclion \Vas the ideal God 
set before Abraham (ch. 17:1). The RSV generally translates tam, as 'blameless.' 

"In extra-Biblical Greek literature teleioi, 'perfect ones' or 'mature ones,' is used of 
flawless sacrificial victims, of mature animals, of adult human beings, and of trained, 
ful]y qualified professional men. In the Ne,.,, Testament 'perfection' consists essentially 
in maturity as distinguished from immaturity, as adults differ from children and youth. 
[1] A mature person is one ivho has attained the normal limits of stature, strength, and
mental power. This concept of maturity is clearly evident in such passages as: 1 Cor. 2:6;
14:20; Eph. 4: 13, 14; Phil. 3:15; Heb. 5:14. Paul speaks of himself and his fellow
Christians as already perfect (1 Cor. 2:6; Phil. 3:15, KJV), but in almost the same breath
makes it evident that there is a sense in which perfection is a goal yet to be attained (Phil.
3:12). [2] The Clzrislian i� to be perfect' in his finite sphere as God is 'perfect' in His
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